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INTRODUCTION

August 25, 1978

,-
In this manual, we attempt to help VOCAL authors,, to see what

factors will affect their overall presentation, and give some general

guidelines for effective use of VOCAL. It is written by a group of

-people who have used VOCAL over the past year to write courses in logic,

proof theory, set theory, probability, and social decision theory. Our

writing has improved gradually as we have gained experience in using.the,

language. We hope to proVide -new VOCAL,authOrs with some vicarious_

experience.so that their rprogrese may to a little more rapid.

1.1 Course Design

.VOCAL is a new language, and asofthis writing has only beenused

to present mathematical Or_ meta-mafhematical subjeCt matter,_ ,in
ice-

conjunction 'with'a sophisticated automatic proof 'checker. I#iitype of

*course benefits ireatly from an interactive; computer assisted teaching,'.

environment. However, the recent rise in popularity o "programmed

.

instruction" 'workbooks for rcollege-level introductory courses in

psychblogy,biology, and other subjects su geSts that VOCAL could also

% .

be an effective tool for non- mathematical courses. h t of experience.
.,

..
1 ,,, .. , ''- , i

with other coMputer-assisted courses; familidrity with the workbooktype

%. 1

of programmed-initructrion is pethapi7the.best background for esigning
- .-

. , '
_..

.courses to be implemented, in VOCAW.
.1

Frequent, solicitation ofrsiUdent responses; and g gradual increase

in the complexity th,f .sicaIlls required im those -responses, ark the
7

. ,
,

hallmarks of all programmed instruction: But VOCAL provides much mor_

flexibility, even when restricted ,to. TTY (teletype)_ mode,. than; is

',possible either in a workbook or with older CAI author languages. This
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Course Design

is especially true in the- analysis of wrong responses, as is made

apparent in Section 5, on Questions. While most programmed instruction'''

has ignored the entire area of. diagnosing ,errors, and' tradkonal

Persontoperson teaching can put. off tealing.with sped1ific problems

.

until they arise, VOCAL writing lets one take the midroad of nredictinsz.

fa

the types of errorswhich will, be made, and writing separate responses

for each anticipated error.. In addition, the combination of VOEAL'i

audio and display facilities enable one to .go step by step. through

examples of complicated procedures.in.a very natpial way. : Althoughit

is possible to design a course, in the senseof outlining the topics to

be covered, without taking into' account these, features of v0414 yoUr

course 4411 have a tighter _structure and a more unified style if you

make some 'decisions about, how much error diagnosis will be' done, and \

what kind ofAxamples will be given, while still in the early stases of

4 )

Course design.

An obvious but.. important point is that VOCAL is only a too/,`a very,
.

sop ihisticated teaching aid. No amount of proficiency in the language
- -

,

..- ,.

can bring direction and structure into a poorly desiged course, or make

4

sense

.(1) a Very.clear idea of how the course he is writing is organized; (2Y

of a muddled explanation. Arospecti.ve VOCAL author should have

a skill '(or talent) for.explaining potentially confusing material in a

Way which students will understand, and -(3) a knowledge of how to make

the best use of the interactive, capabilities which are provided by

VOCAL. This manual can only provide help in the latter Category.\\

1

7

1.3
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1.2- "Reviewiii-ziOHur.'Work

It/Is difficult enough, in many cases, to be able to effectively

and objectively review the faults in one's own writings. With the added

' dimensions that one
is given in ustng the. VOCAL -langue, this is.

. . . i

usually even more difficult. The beginning VOCAL author is often

oblivious to various prpblems in his organization and use-of VOCAL which
. .

_..._ .. .

make- the present 'ion of his work irritating, inefficient, or

r
unaesthetic Cer_tain:approacheg he may take will turn out to.be time

consuming and,Ateful for him as well. :One partial sotution for the

authoi is to always have his work reviewed by a second party. A further

y
answer is supplied ick7 the Present manual, which is based upon

7
observation'of the many sorts of errors made by beginning authors.'

WARNING: Unfinished TVgDIT, -? -

v.i

2 SPOKEN STRINGS

It is a hazardous VOCAL practice to assume thatthe prosody, program

e will be

-able to guess how you want abbreviations, Acronyms,Or special ymboIs

.

to be pronounced. Consequently, all such 'words' should be written out

or the person recording speech segments -for Long Sounds 72

. explicitly in the fhrm you intend them.t6 be spoken.' In partitular;

e

anything which isy to. be spelled aloud should be w'ritten with spaces

between the letters. Single quOtes should-be put around the resulting

phrases to indicate to the prosody program that they should be parevi as'
.

,nouns. (Quotes will also warn a kilman reader that something unusual

coming up.) Here Are some examples:

r.
C
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r.

BAD FORM

Rule 'AA
X*

2

De. Jone

GOOD FORM .

'point T.'

'Rule A A'
%K Star"-

'number 2' or 'sharp
Doctor Jones

SPOKEN STRINGS

,

One should- also avoid including in speeqh segments abbreviations
--

.

such as."i.e.7.or "e.g.", which are meant for written text.. Use
,
"that

is!' and "for example" instead. i

Numbers which' are longer than

-written out as words (or 'as

one digit should also generally-be

combiftations of words and single digits):

No matter what digits to words Convention is used by the program,
, e

bound to be inappropriate in. some:contexts. For example, the number

i'20.t:' shoula'probably be read is "two hundred and se..fit ;occurred in

A\ the context: !:Lastyear, 206 students enrolled in this course ", and as
4

"two oh six" in the context: "In Lesson 206 we intrOdnced the Definition

of. Subset." The task of making=such distinctions properly belongs to the

or the person recording for Long
,

lesson author,

So un ds. (1)

rath t tha7; the program

I

If Long Sounds mode is to be used, speech segments should be broken

whenever possible at natural pauseS or constituent bpu daries. Since

each string is recorded separately,

recording easier tor a human

this -practice will make the e/

reader, and the speech will sound

natural when the resulting Long Sounds'are output. See:the sample

in Section for examplegof properly broken speech segments.

(1)The wag
Pros dy and Spell
woul be read as

tl .7

more

code

in Which multiple digit numbers are pronouriced
Movie has been changed several times. Currently, '2'6"

"two'zero six".

4
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.3 DISPLAY FEATURES

. 3.1 The Screen

4 The Datamedia 'screen holdS 24 lines-. Aena student is in a'

lesson, the first line will contain the lesson-header. In addition; a

"Mark 'Line" is automatically placed between the scroll region and the

blackboard template controlled) region. The Mark line is blank

V

until a Q or M opcodAfillS'it with a row of widely spaced dots: This

leaves lines to be allocated to. the scroll and blackboard regions;
ti .

three of these should always be reserved ,for the scroll regibn since

prompts such as the one below take a minimum of three lines:

[Type ESC to continue,--A to repeat.]

*

-,So the maximum numSer of lines which show go in a template is 19.

This limit can be exceeded, but the prompts wi I disappear behind the

divider line before the student can see them (if all 22 lines are

included in the etilplate, even the * will not-appear). A verbal prompt

would therefore "have to be included at the end of each hold. This

practice would probably be very confusing to the student, and should be

avoided if at all possible.

Although the source file may be written with the maximum number of

N Z-

characters 'per line permissible 7 your system, the coding for VOCAL
.-

.

display manipulation limits the width of the students' screen' to 72
_ - N

characteri. Positioning the TEMCHARs ('%') used in dispIay, region

---./'

on the seventy -third space in the line will help 'tb/ remind tie author

that his display space is limited to that.

5

z p P



Section 3.2
.

Typing in the Scroll Re ion

,3.2 'Typing -in .the Scroll _Region

In T and TEM opcodes; the space immediately followin the first

quotation mark corresponds to the first column of the screen. Since it
0

is impOssible to put this space 'on the first column of the source file,

care must be taken to avoid a "shifted over" effect: For weample, the

.

author of- the following se w t.may have wanted the first line
/

to.be

longer:

CODE:
J.

(E 4) (T "This is a multiline typed string which will appear on the
-screen is having a gap at the end of the first -.line, since that line
will start at the left margin.")

OUTPUT:

This is a multiline typed string which will appear on the
Screen a having a gag at the end of the' first line, since that line
will st t at the left margin.

Oc e.way to avqid this problem is to- leave a blank line when you

want to type a multiline Message in the scroll region.- Thus: .

(E 4) (T "
This is a multiline typed string which w 11 line up properlysince
the first"line'is left blank. I Ooks n ater in the source file
than making the first line extendla a than,the ones 'below it.")

In fact, yOu may want to make a practice of putting a blank line even

above single line scroll messages, to better separate them from lines

the student has typed. In some situations; such as typed hints in a
Ca

derivation,.you will want to avoid including these extra lines, since

they would makethe student's work, scroll away sooner. Y these' cases,

we recommend the, following,format:

HINT (T /
"First derive the formula: .<formula> using an indirect proof.").

If, more than one line is to be typed with this format, remember, to

mentally shift the first:line one space to the left.
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3.3 The Format of Template Strin

IALIKLALLa, AJIU

The TEM dpcade is also sensitive to the way in `which the quotation

.4
marks are placed. -We-renommend using the following format:

(riEw

< 1 to 18 lines of text > X.

This format will give a blank line be;weet,the header and ehe Actual,

text on the( screen. If the text is to be doublgspacnd, then two blank
('

lines should' be used to separate header and text. Situations where no

.

blank line is wanted will be rare. A possible exception might.be where

a template will, be used to. contain a line or two of auxiliary text

inside a deri---c .7-1ss opcode, since in derivations it is important to

leave as much scroll space as ,possible for the student to work in. In .

these cases, the same fOnat which was recainmended for the T oncoae

'-should be used. Again, it is important to remember-that the top
e/

should be shifted over to the margin. Thilid especially true when

ne

using subarea markers, since they T.ust bs lin ed up with the abOve line.

For example, if we have t he followf::;.; f.).:mat:

CODE:

(TEM, "This line, '1', is to correspo7:: to the one below
A

This line,' 'I' Ls t correspond to the one above

IS .

(1.14;(8 A B); .
r.

then the eamfolate that will be printed but
r .

OUTPUT:
6

This line, **1', is to correspond to the one below
This line, a', is to correspond. to the oneabove

Notice iffat ,the quotation mark at the end of the template string

should be flush with the left margin. If any spaces occur before the
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r A

mark on a new linev, they will cause a blank line to be printed. If the

I
last line of4he template string is a line of area markers, it is also

//
possible to put the second, quotation 'mark at the very'end of this last -.

line. IC -Cannot be placed'at the end of a line of text which is to be

displayed, since any character which occurs
I

the same line is ignored. 0./
_

after the temchar marker on
A

e

: .

These factors are 'not really any problem for the second string"of a

TEM2, since that material will not be appearing on the screen as it Is.
,

One note though; two quotation marks printed together (7.) is VOCAL's

way of putting fa qubte mark within a string-, so the following format

will not work:

CIEM2 "

IS

A

<template string text>

0.
<overtype string text>

3.4 Mnemonic Area Names

'Generally, when you are writing the display actions for a template.,

the temp]: to string itself will no longer be visible on the screen, -'and

it cats be annoying to have to:rit5:back and forth.
.

to check the names of
. .

areas you want to brighten or overtype. A carefur selection of your

;

area names can help alleviate these difficulties by making the area

names easier
,

to remember when itcomes time to use them.

The best way to name full-line or multi-line areas is to number-I

them from 1 towards 9 on the first template string, and try to reserve

2-digit numbers for areas in the second (ovevype) string. The numeral

0 can also be used as an area marker, if you need 10 names for th'e'fir*

string., Lines which will never he called by number, but only by their(
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,

subarea

....C.
. 25' i978

can
.

names; can be siven very large numbers that _the small. numbers -1
.

4.;

..''''

will remain-for naming areas: which'iwill be called by line:*,-
. -

- .7 '
.

.14
. .

.

' ,. , .

, .

The reason for reserving numbers far.the avertype.string is,
,.... .

!.,-( .
_

. that they can be used ,systematically -to indicate which 'lines wili"
.' /- .... . ac, .

_

Overtype,:which 4Pher lines, apd,in which ordei.- One good:way_to---do this:

N% ..

'.1s to ovesrtype area n first.with arealh1 , then. wl.th.asea.n2 , and so.
-

on. This method feels- the most naturar,%sinde-each overtype sequenceris
. .c0.p 4 1 ...

e

.

'17 \ .: c

in ordinary counting Order..: However, fer.".tempiates with .10 of more
t ,. /

areas in the first string to j:le'ty'ped-bY line-number; it has several.' -
._

.-
..\

sharp disadvantages as compared io the alternate meehod of overtyping-
- .

.

area n first with area 2n, xhen.with area.3n,.and so on. The first is
.. .

.

. that if you use 0 as an area name, it le-impossible to overtype it with.

an `area named, Say,, "02", since that name will be counted the same as

?

"2", while it is quite .possible to overtype .0 with 20. The second

'disadvantage (for many-hrea templates) of the first method,iil that it

usually rises some numbers inthe 86's and 90's for overtype a'xeas, thus

making it hard to choose a set of ';very large numbers. to be used for

lines which will not be called by number.. (Under' the fist method,:

numbers like 19, 29, and 39.can probably be..usedfOr.this purpose,- but

that's not as convenient or as visible as just using the 90's.) And

finally, the second method enables you to use 10, 11, 12, and eso:forth.
- .. ,

im the first template string, while the first method necessitates

jumping from 9 to the 19-29-39 'sequence, since the early 'teens are

,

reserved for overtyping area 1. Which method you Lhoose

:depend on how common it iS.for your templates to i

will probably

Lot of areas;

but you should definitely choose one and Stick.to it consistently.

For templates with a lot of sebareas, the best method is to name

10

O
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Section 3.4 Mnemqpic Area Names

them from A towards Z.in the order they will be referenced.
_

4 ,

mnemonie.forOVertyping subareas is td-use.lower :case-letters as area

- °
One good

markers in the second stringand, for example, (OB'D d). If-there are

-
. ?

..

just-a few subareas in the-teMplate,--at alternate way of
, . . _

'''-

-

I. .,.
.

with some letter.suggestee.hy.tf!e text. in the area.. For
.

, n

some points in

and "invalid",

naming them "is

example"; if% at

the-"exercise you willbe brightening. the Words "valid"

namine the .area .containing -"valid" 'IT", and the' -area
- .

remember.Containing "invalid" 1:1.";!gill make the names very easy to

3.5- Positioning the Text

',Generally, even if thee displayed text' is fairly small, the author
-

will w1ant to use most of the screen in the blackboard region. rather than
,

the scroll region, by double spacing the text and surrounding it with

extra_ blank lines.' This Will usually,give a less cluttered appearance .

.td the screen; as well as clarify what is .expected of the studeht by

_covering up the old prompts and student responses. -If blank lines are

to be added ,to increase the size of the blackboard regioninnee-Of hen

should be put below rather than above the text, since the top of the

screen is closer to eye level. In TEMs which contain

(
only one student

7

, -

input opcode (this includes HOLD' s), these additional bottom lines are

unnecessary since there will be no "old" scrolthoessages to cover

The best' size for the 'scroll region is that_which will allow only

a

current "inmeraction" messages to appear, . Of course, in a derive-class

up

the -tPg A,.

opcode, the interaction will be quite-lengthy, .so the authOr should make

.

every effort to have templates within suc opCoch.s.:'' be. as short as
%, t'

possible.
.L

:

1O

O

0
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346 , Erasures and TEM2's

August 2g: 1978

O

-Note that, at. this point, overiyping a multilfne area wall be done

r, lane by line. That is, the first.old line will be replaced ,by a new

. one, then-,the sec:ond-old line y the second- new .one, and so on. This
, --

=.;0.

:.A.

.

; . .

results in a rather mesy'"flashing",eifect. It'
I
is better to:either

-. .

.

.

erase the old %areac theh overtype- the old withthe tidw, or _to bVereraSe.

-=':'

,

S.
. l',

.

.
:

,'.:.

tile old with the new., then type the new area../
.

ii 7. . / . 1 .

WheneVer the-entire screep is to be blanked:within an exercise, it
.. 1.

is better to use .a new template than to erase and overtype with new.

materiat It is far easier to work with a new templat.than to try to

deal with, the growing complexities- of a dopible template, a TEM2.

-Moreover, -when a student repeats a section of the exercise (with -A),

the display actions from the b'eginnih Ofthe TEM,up to the time Of the

BOLD are repeated dE, as to have the-same initial diplay.. Starting with 't

'a new TEM results in less .of.. this -sort of screen-retyping:. There are

Only two times wheie it seems warranted to do a complete erasure. Ont

-is when the author wishes to keep the material in the scroll region on

the screen (say, in a derive-class opcode), and the second is when-the

erasure is desired inside a HOLD, for then it is impossible to'get

exactly the same effect with two, disci-nct \--TEN'S. These conditions,

however, are ,fair y rare, and can usually be dealt with in another way

almost as easily.
=--

to

Everhen
,!

a complete erasure is not wanted, it may still be better

start a new template and retype the unchanged lines rather than'hse a'.

dbuble template. The factors that would tend to keep an authb;%:,frOrri;

-,;,,,.,-., -

beginning a new the number Of lines that atua: stay.Ohthetemplate are

screen, and- the amount of discontinuity, introduced into -the flow of

information by having these lines erased and.Aen retyped.

7
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Section 3.6 Erasures\and TEM2's

For. example, suppose an' exercise contains a- question which is '

displaYed with one line directing the student to select->1..all-the

satisfying some property, followed by a. long

choices. If this isto be followed by a second' question which asks the '
a

!I

student to select from the same list the expressions 'satisfying a'

different ,property, then ietqould.probably work better to use a TEM2,

and simply avertype -the first direction with the second direction,

y--

leaving the list on the screen. This
- .

will move quicker, and since it
a

will be obvious that" the list was not retyped, it will also. ree the

student..from having to ,read the )Ree4- list to discover that it ii the

as the bold list. However, if instead, the second question weresame

to use the same directions, but a diffeient list of choices, then the t,

number of aces which change would be sufficient'to' warrant a new TEM,

and probably a new exercise-as cell.

4 QUESTIONS.- -;)

Questions in VOCAL exercises will generally fall undergone of four

categorie'S: multiple-choice, true-false, translation, or"' short-answer.

c

Effective use of each of these types of questions, as well as the CQ

opcode, is discussed below.

4.1 )..Multiple- Choice Questions

This will probably be the type of question you wild use most often,

since the .answer analysis available ?.in VOCAL is most suited to

situations where all the possible student responses- can be easily

itemized. AA Question should be typed on the display followed by a list
r 4

12
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.

.-

., .."

,,of lettered Or-numbered choices. Soile queStiOnsfWill.conin only .one,
.- .

correct choice; irrothers, .the correct answer will be a list of several
4 ,

. choices. Here is a list of; ihe tags answerja opcodes most

useful for-a multiples-choice question wi th several correct chof&s.

INIT - ((S ST 1)
."Which of these 9") -

CT "Type the lettei(0-indicating your response.. "))
R <number of reasonable'wrong answers by sifigle :student>
A (ALLANS <all, correct choices>) , -

f

CA .action>
-VAS ((AIXANS ksubet of tol-rect choicei>)-<ac.tion?

(ANYANS <incorrect' choices>) <actio'n>
i (MATCHANY):<actioh)-

FAIL' <action> IX
,

Several things should,be noted about'thisthis list. Fist, decide upon:

a 'Stand1)ard' string too use as the <promPtaction> in' all multiple choice
,

. . ,

questions, and alyays -type pit n the scrollregion. The student will

get used to seeing this prompt and' know that .;..whenever it-'appears, the .

, -

'computer is waiting for a response-to they question on the screen.

Widely varying or spoken prompts may occasionallyjpe confused byia

student with part of the <againaction>,-with the result that he will sit.

waiting for further explanation or'prompting.%

4.1.1 Number of Repetitions Allowed

The repetitions ("R"). should usually :be chosen as the 'maximum,

number of wrong responses which might reasonably be given itisequence by

a student trying to figure out the- correctanswer:' This way 'most .

students will eventually get the right answer without being told, which

is ofscourse better for morale.

.:It should be clarified what we mean here by a "reasonable" sequence(r-

of wrong reSponses. For example, supp6e there were five letters to

choose from, and the wrong answer analysis only informed the student

13
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f
whether a response contained a 'wrong choice, or whether it was

incomplete4 Then, the 'student-Could-always use the ;information froWthe

analyses,tO figure outs the correct answer in five tries, regardless of

The question content But this-does . not mean that 'It should be 5,

.

becaruse it is demoializing for .a-student to -be redUced toT:finding the

answer by mean's of such a .'process of elimination'..- "reasonable"

= /.
sevence of answers is one which-,talses into account the content ofthe

. 4
.

choices,_ and involves at each step the use of another major concept of

ihe lesson. Far from being demoralizing, this kind of sequence involves

,

a generally gratifying process of using the knowledge one has acquir44, IF ,,

of determining which of the concepts presented- are relevant to the

question.
_ . "(

For example, if one had-just presented. the rules' ,for omitting

parentheses fiom formulas,-a multiple choice question might be given in

which. each choiceconsisted of a pair of formulas -- the left ofie fully
0

parePthized and the right one with some parentheses omitted. The

student could then be asked to indicate whiL of the pairs omitted all

the unnecessary parentheses and no others. There are probably 3 major;
. .

concepts, which can be identified in this Situation:. (1) retain all

parentheses. Whidh cannot be replaced by connective preCedence

conventOns, (2) retain all pareritheses which cannot be replaced by

right-t6-left conventions, and,(3) eliminate all parentheses which can

be replaced by either Of these conventions. One can assume'that a

student starts out with' at least one of these concepts, and should Set R

3 to give him-a chance to acquiie- the others. (Assuming_that the

choices permit'each type of mistake to be made.)-
. .

There are
. .

situations when R should even he-smaller than the nUmber

..1
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of impottant concepts
, .

. . - ,

., out somettihg_ abodt the particular 'choices which the s(udent cm/tted,.:-..)
4 . *-

. IC!'-
,

.
.

.
'-,..

and in this case repetitions would be useless
II

.

since the correct answer

Augusti6i

involved: Occasionally, you will. want to point.

would hale -been ..revealed in the'first response analysis anyway. And
.

when . qdestions are -;is.fclual before all the--inforriation necessaty to

answer them. with certainty-has been presented (in a "wh-ae'do you think

it will tura-out to context) fors .1.185*

. .

questions,- anyway, will probabl,,be simple enouihthat-they only involve

0.
s

one important.concept (Stome will involve no uPiajor concepts, and be

included just to ali.ow ,some interaction during a 'dry spell'), 1i5 for
,..

the majority of multiple-choice questions, R should.simpTly be left'at-

its default value of. 1:

On the other, hand, some authors have suggested that on major

questions, R shduld be somewhat:greate , t&an the number of "reasonable"

wrong responses, 'to discourage random guessing by those, students who"
don't want to take time to think abodt a question. .Most of us prefer to.

stress cooperation rather than coercion, though, presenting questions to

enable students to get feedback on .'their under-standing of the text-,

rather than to force them to think about it. In short, the number of

t - repetitions you specify may be more a matter of your educational

ti

philosophy than it is of effective VOCAL usage.

-.,,,Wrong Answer Analysis

The wrong, answer analyses will generally include two types:.a-
.. e

sequence,crf ALLAN-S's to cover res nses which omitbie or more correct

choice but contain no incorrect ch ces, and a sevence of ANYANS's to

Cover responses which contain an incorrect choice. Note that when only

15-
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one7string,argument appeai7s,:ANS has the same effpFS4sALLANS. Since

Wrong .Answer Analysis

the ±ornler. involves slightly less computation, it is pr- erable in. these,

cases.' One 'llttle "trick. shoul&:be-menti 'in"th is context

sequence of 'ANS's_which each contain One argument, and cause, the sme'
.

'a

F

N

,action, can bec'ambined intdlone multi- argument ANS as be/ow:
;--

5, 1' If

,,.,(QOMMENT..7helollowing list of analyses is ineffitient.")
(ANS. "10) ..

-

_
4S "Ydu,gotone:of.the.correct answers, but ttteid are-more.")

"P") 7-

(S "You got.one of- the correct answers,, but there..are-mori.v)
(ANS "D"):
(S "You got,one of the correct answers, but there.are moi .")

_ .

(COMMEND "This analysis is equivalent but shorter. ")
-(ANS "A" "C" "D")
(S "You got one of-the correct ahswers, but there are. more."

Remember that whenever the WAS, tag is 'used, .the' last response

analysis ,opcode should always be MATCHANY. The random default reply to

.-a incorrect answer is generated only when no WA, WAS, or WAL tag' 16

,lpresent, and in fact, 41/1 the'student'types something which 'hes
, .

.-'" .

?.....- ,

neither the .correct .answer nor one of the liste4 wrong'answers,*tilis is

treated as if he had typed only an ESC. A new. '*- line appears, but the0 -,

<ptomptaction> is not repeated and it is not counted as an attempt at ,.

the question. So using a Wrong Answer Select without a MATCHANY may

cause a student who_ is unfamiliar with th°6 proper format for responses

to get stuck inside -a Question. Thus,'whenever the preceding sequence
_. ., :

.
G

of opcodes is sufficient to cover every possible-Subset of zhoices on

the list, it will be helpful to the student to make the MATCHANY action

be a reminder to separate,his .,-,hoic;.es by- coy' as Or:spaces.

kv.i5 in mind that the FAIL,; action will' be executed _______instead of,

rather than in addition to, the appropriate wrortg answer analysis on the
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final attempt. So it shaod ,notify" the

e August, 25, . 1978

student that his response is

-^

wrong, as well as infoim himOf the 'correct answer.
(

.. At the _end of :'Section' 4.6 is a lengthy example nf the use of CQ

calicoh includes two multiple-choice questions.

- ,

T -
, -.'

\,' , . .'?

-

% 1

:. ..4.:2 True -False Questions ---
.

, 0.. . . .

- ..

;.

True-falsand yeS;o questioni,arTso.straightforward-that there'.:

'., ,- /-
is very ;little tIcsay about them. .Use the .A tag,' either -

,:p

4a

o (NEGATE). Often-on true-fal4 questions this- -tag will be sufficient

'

for the answer analysis; you can
5 , rf ..

..

a

_-

reply.
1%.4

On
,

yes-no .queStions, however, such practice might catise

let' the system generate .a default

confusion. At one time e list of strings from which a-Uefault\reply

was, randomly .chosen 'included "yes" for correct answers and "no" for .

incorrect answers. 'If, for example, "a student correctlyl-typed "no'.' and

was told'yes", he might think he was being corrected, and athat the

answer -.was really "yes". We had already written quite a few 'lessons by

the time .this problem was noticed, and rather thanPrewrite them, the

.

Offending strings were removed from the list. It may be the case at
/ ,

your institution, though, that they have been rei+included. .After all,

for any other type of question, "No" a good .way of telling someone

that an answer is wrong. There is a trade off ketween having to avoid

the default feature-ein yes-no questions, and being able to expand the

variability available in these default replies.

Notice that no matter what the list of default teplies contains;

conceivably there may be cases whereyou will want to avoid using it:

For example, confusion could also result from using this _feature in a

question where the student.' had to choose between typing "LEFT" or
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. -

Tide -False Questions

"RIGHT". This igjust one aspect ora more general property of coMPuter

assisted instruction,-namely, that, a lot is going-to be happening when
-

they student sits down at a terminal w ich you as a VOCAL,author'9o.uot
.

expli ci tl}r -_ control When writing 1 sons, It is important to ieeR ;in

thind the actions which will be occurring' 'automatically', since th25,
\

1

will have ramifications for tge Material which' you specify in 'the source-

file.

4.3 Short - answer questions

Under this
9
category we include all questions, other thah

translations, In which the response is, not known to be) ;to a

`'.Th ' t _.

- subset.&g/IrEGT3Mall set-of possible choices. Perhaps 'free-answer

would be better 'description. Many questions .which seem, at first to be

._.--

shOrt-aSWer questions are in fact just multiple-choice questions, in
,---

(disguiser and should be treated as .such in thd answer analysis. Some

. -

'examples of this type of quest-Y6 are:

or:

INIT ((S 1) "Wilich line in this invalid derivation"
"violates a restriction,on the quantifier rules?")

(r "TYpe the number of-the line which introduces an error. "))

INIT ((S "Which .of the axio for commutative groups"
0".
impAies that nine 1us zero is equal to nine?")

(T "Typd the (short) of one of the five axioms."))

Another type of .'pseudo' short-answer question which

occasionally found is the:'copy e' reqUest, used to give the student

his first experience with typing some .new symbol. Several attempts

should usually be allowed. An example followt

B2

INIT ((S "Type" the symboligr-version of the quantifier:"
"'For all A".")
"Type: (A A)"))

18
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A ----( EXACTANS

- R 2

WAS- (CANS "(a a)"),
((COMMENT 7T4iswill alsOmatch (A a) or '(a
(S "The $2).A for the wariiifier and the $2 A-for the variable"

"must both be $2 capital letters." '

(W 500)
"Try again,"))

MATCHANY)
(S "No."

(W 500) ,

:."Try. again."))
.(S 'That's -still wrong,"

"Try,Using the HELP.system to'figure out.your problem.")

August 25,11978

Except in sharply limited contexts such as mathematical. courses

where one asks for the solution to an equation, we discourage including

genuine short - answer questions (such as, "What part of the brain governs

involuntary-motor functions?") in'VOCAL lessons. The capability is

there for writing a good short-answer question, using CAS:to catch the

exact desired answer and any common mispeliings, WAS to cover any

e
anticipated mistaken responses, and.HINTL to provide a list of hints.

I

But generally, the ,amountlif care which would have to. be taken to

provide for all reasonable contingencies would just not be worth your

while., and teaching assistants might find themselves swamped with

"students insisting that their answers should have been counted right by

the computer. (Often a decision which would be accepted-giacefully if

coming from a human grader will be contested when it comes from a

, computer program -- perhaps justifiably, since the program cannot react

to an unanticipated student respoli.se by looking at the question from a

new angle.) These problems can be easily avoided with little loss of

pedagogical. value by rewriting the question in a multiple-choice format

(for example, "Which of the following parts of the train governs

involuntary motor functions?").

-19
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1

-' 4.4 Translation Questions

This type .of questidn, which rises the TRANS opdode p.in answer

analysis,. is t-el.evant only to courses which use the logic, machinery.

Usually, the qi1estion-WilLbe a requeit to tranO:ate an ,English sentence

0

into one of the formal languages accepted by the proof checker. Some of
-

.

these will use the Q opc9de, and will either appear alone or followed
. -

by a deriveclass opcode using thesymbolized sentence. Others wi.1.1use

the SYMB opcode (see [3], Section 2.14: Deriveclass Opcodes).

The number. of FepetitZs allowed should be between 3 and 5,

depending on the complexity of the translation. Symbolic sentences are

often rather long; there is a/lot of room for making simple non.

, tt

conceptual errors like typing a wrong letter or omitting some piede of,

the fotmula which one meant to include. The student' should be given a

decent chance to correct all these careless errors before failing the

questi'on. (The program helps out in this regard -- when a mistype

results in a strintrt which is nqt a legal /formula, the student is

infotmed of this,and the mistyped response is not counted as.an attempt

A
.

.

at the questidn:) But if a student cannot get the solution in 5

1

.

; .

attempt, he probably has a conceptual problem, or is failing to, take,

'. .,

,into account some basic feature of the sentence. Additional repetitions:.

of the same, question may only lead to frustration with the program,

while revealing the correct solution, perhaps_along with some comments.
'

on the important ideas in it, will enable the student to'move quickly on

to the next question with an increased understanding.

;

;

In translation questions, perhaps more than any other type of VOCAL

42\
exercise, care should be taken to inform the student ,211. an incorrect

response of his is not accepted. In particular, try to prOvide separate

A
i

)

,

/ 20,
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analyses for (1) formulas which are logically equivalent to the given
1

. ..- v
'English sentence" but represedt poor paraphrases, and (2) formUlas which

involve an error in logic. Translation of a student's incorrect

response back into'English, and presentation of a-counterexample may
,

. :

both be helpful in 'this context. In addition, you may ofte,w,ant.to use

CAS to distinguish between the best ttanslation,'or the one, which will

be used in the rest of theexercisd,.and other acceptable responses..

The following pwottxamples illustrate these points..

c4i
[TEM

Translate the sentence: Some non-whites are disadvantaged. .

Let W(X) = X is a white

D(X) = X is disadvantaged .1. %I

Symbolization: (E X) ( NOT W(X) & D(X) ) %2
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

The sentence NOT (A X) ( D(X) -> W(X) ) would be read as: %3
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGCGGGCGGGCGGC

'Not everyone who is disadvantaged is white', which is logically %4

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

equivalent to the original sentence, but Es not a:good paraphrase. %5.

INIT ((S (T 1)
"Now translate this sentence nto predicate logic.")

(T "

-Type a formula of predicate logic."))
R 3

A (TRANS " (E X) ( NOT W(X) & D.(X) ) "

" (E X) ( D(X) & NOT W(X) )-")
CA (S ((T 2) (B F))

"That's right. ")

WAS ((TRANS " (E X) NOT ( D(X) -> W(X) ) "

(E. X) NOT ( NOT D(X) OR W(X) ) ").

(S "That's logically equivalent to the sentence"
"yob- were supposed to translate,"
"but it's not ..the answer we Want."
!Try expressing it in a simpler way."

(TRANS " NOT (A X) ( D (X) -> U(X) ) ")

(S "Wrong."
((T 3) (B G)) -

"Your response would be read-as:"

c21
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((1-4) (B N) (T 5))
. "Not everyone who is disadvantaged is- white."

(W 5001
"4's logically equivalent to the sentence"

-
"you were supposed to translate,"
"but it isn't a good paraphrase."
"The two sentences would probably"
"appear in -very differentarguments.")

(W woo) (E 3.4 5')) .

(MATCHANY)-
(S "Wrong., Tr}, agai.4.-"))

FAIL (S ((T 2) (B F))
"Nope:, that's still not

(TEM "

Let J = Joe m = . Mary

B(X) = X is a boy 0 (X) = X owns a car
0

D(X,Y) = X dates Y
N

e

Translate: ,The only boys whom Mary dates' are those who own cars.%2

EransXtion: (A X) ( D(M,X) & B(X) > 0(X) ) -

(Q
INIT ((S (T .1)

"Use these symbols to translate the sentence: "9
(T 2)
"The only boys whom Mary, dates' are -those who Own, cars . "

(W,500) (B 0)
"Be sure yoti type the letter $2 0"'
"and not the number zero ! ")'

(T "Answer by typing,-in a forpula."))
R 4

CAS ( (TRANS "(A X) ( D (M, X) & B (X) > 0 (X) ry

(S (T 3)
"Very good.")

(TRANS "(A X) ( B & D (M, X) .> 0 (X) )"-

"(A X) ( D(M,X) > B(X) >'0(X) 1".
"(A X) ( B(X) > D(M,X) > 0(X) )',1)

(S 'Yes, 'that 's a correct translatioh."
(T 3)
"But we will, be using a slightly-different one in the
,derivation.")) .

WAS ((TRANS "(A X)'( D(M,X) '> B(X) 'St 0(X) )"
NA X) ( D(M,X) > 0(X) 4 B(X) )")

(S "Nol your symbolic sentence. "

"Mary -only dates $2 boy's who on cars,"
s"which i not quite the same thing:"

(W 500)
0

"For example, the sentence on; the screen"
"leaves open the possibility that Mary dates $1 men"

22
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"regardless of Whether or not ,they own cars.")

(HATCHANY) 0

(S "Sorry, that's riot 4 correct translation."))
(S "Wrong."

"Several translations are equally acceptable,1!

.(B 3)
"but this is the one we will use in the derivation.")

-^ - - .. _ _ -
4.5 Controlling Branching

The Q opcode.can also be used to let tWe , student directly control

part of his path through the course,, as in this VOCAL segment:

INIT ((S "The next exercise contains some additional material"
"on non-commutative groups."
"It's not used in the rest of the-cotrse,"
"but you may find it interesting."
-(11 500)

"NZ:mid you like to see this material?")
Cr "Type Y to see the extra material, or N to skip it.")

- HINT (T "
The extra material consists primaribr,of common examples
of systems which behave as non-cojnmutative groups.")

CAS ((AFFIRM)
(S (COMMENT "fall through; to next exercise") "GoOd."

"It's nice to see a little intellectual curiousity;")
(NEGATE)

((S (COMMENT "skip around next exercise")
"Fine. We'll go' on to the next ")

(GOTO 11 4))
(MATCHANY)

((S "You must have accidently mistyped. ".
"We're skipping the extra, material,"
"and going ahead to the next topic."
"If you really"meant to type a $2-Y;"
"you'can, still hear more about commutative groups ".
"by looking at Exercise 3' of this lesson in Browse Mode.")
(GOTO _l1 4))) .

. . .

If you are going to use questions in this way, it should be made'

Clear to the students at the beginning of the course that typing -H for

a .hint in this context will give .a further description, of the Opt onal

material. Notice that- any reply is counted correct,' so that

23
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student'S decision cd'hnOt adversely affect his cumula ive correct-answer

f

score, which is used to control non=voluntary .branching. Notice. also
A

that the GOTO opcode occurs outside the.accompanying Speak. Waits.and

compiler - specific opcodes like -COMENT,-are the only non-display-type

.opcodes .whicli "can'occut within Speaks.

4.6. Cascading Questions

Although any-type of-question can form part of a CQ, there are some
\

things which deserve to be said about effective use of*this opcode. You

(--

may want to occasionally include a sequence of review exercises in your

course; cascading questions are very useful in this, context. The first

'tier' of a review cascade should be a question which, though not

necessarily, difficult, calls upon a broad spectrum fast Material and

contains enough choices to discourage random guessing. This will serve

to weed out the students who need .more- review from those who can'be

allowed.to move. on to new material. The succeeding tiers should. be

simpler questions,_written more to remind the student of material he.may

have forgottlia than to test him on his retention. _Two or three CQ's,

each' containing about 3 tiers, can thus 'form a 'teview session which

adjusts to the needs of different students.

Another good way to use CQ s in airing,a difficult exercise with

an easieriasier one, or an exercise which brings out an important new concept
.

with a second one - .which uses the same concept in a'similar way. '.This

will (1) enable students who miss the first question to raise their

morale by getting the next one right, and (2) promote retention of the

relevant concept by allowing the student to use it immediately. Don't

neglect this use of-CQ! Often authors avoid using CQ very often because.

24
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the increased- number of questions makes )1-lesson seem too long, but

actually very ew of the .'back -up' queStiChS will be seen by any one

student, So_ the length of the course in student-hours does not increase

very much when'CQ's are used. Like detailed WAS analyses, any gi-ven

'segment of extra material will be seen by a suiall- perdentage of

students, .yet eve y student will see -enough of them to improve his

understanding of, the subject.

file coning out as quality in the actual course.

It's a case of quantity in the source

Here;is an example of CQ used in

"Teview.ofqerms"[EXERCISE 10
[AUDIO
(TEM2 "
Which of the following

1) Thomas Jefferson

AAAAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAA

2) is preposterous
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

-3) 6'

CCCCC

4)

DD
X + 3 = 6
)DDDDDDDDD

-

P(Y)
EEEEEEEE

'6) Y
FPFFF

a review exercise:

expressions are terms ?
-

7) (A X) (X + Y = Z)
'GGGGGGGGGGGGGGqGGGGGG

8) X'+ (Y + Z)
EHRHHHHHHHHHHHH

9} every dog on the blockumiumiiimmiTrin
10) the current President of the USA% :

JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ.1.5JJJJJJJJJJJJ

11) X hates Y, and Y loves Z
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

12) (E X)'( X + 2 )
LLLLI,LLLLILLLI,LLULL

.

''. DEFINITION: A term is an expression which denotes a specific.
individual, or does so when the variables in the expression
are replaced by terms.which do denote specific indiViduals. 71

2

Which of the following

(CQ
UNIT

expressions are neither terms or 'formulas ?%11

((S (T 2)
the last exercise,"

"you identified the formulas on' -this list."
(T 1)

"Now.find the $1: terms. ").;..
Si

25
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Type the numbtrs which precede the terms on the list."))

MINT .(S XT..3)
"Here is the definition of 'term' again,"
'in case you'd like to,refer 'to it.").

R 3
A AALLANS "1" "3" "6" "8" "10")
CA'' (S "Good."

(BACFH J)
"You found all five teins.")

ti______WAS____LCAL.LANa- "3" "6" "8" "10")
(S °'Almost, but not quite."

(B C-F H J)
"You 'only listed four 'of the five terms Here."'
(COMMENT "omitted': George Washington")
"Try-to find' the one you skipped, and remember that
"$2 constants are a type Of. term.")

CALLANS "1" "6" "8" "10">
(S "Almost, but not quite."

(B A-f-101 J)
"You only listed four,of the five terms here."
;(COMMENT "omitted4, 6")
"Try to find the one you skipped, and remember that"

"$2,constants are a type of term.")
(ALLANS "1" "3" "8" "10")

..

(S "Almost, but not cluite."
;,r(B A C H J)
%..."You only listed four of the five terms here."

(COMMENT "omitted: Y") _

"Try to find the one you skipped, and remember that

"$2 variables are a type of term.")
ALLANS "1""3" "6","10")
S "Almost, but not quite."

(B,A,C F J).
to

"You only listed four_of the five terms here."

(COMMENT "omitted: X + + Z)")
"Try to find the one you skipped, .4nd remember ,that"

"terms can contain $2 operators.") -

(ALLANS "1" "3" "6" "8")
`XS "Almost', but not quite."

(B A C F H)
"You only listed four of the five terms here.,!"

(COMMENT "omitted: the current President of the USAr)

"Try to find the one you skipped, and remember that"

"anything which denotes' a specific individual is a term."

(ANYANS "4" "5" "7" "11")
(S "You listed at least one of the $1. formulas,"

"which were identified in the last exercise."
"An expression cannot be $2 both a term and a formula.")

(ANYANS ,"9")
(S' "No, line 9 cannot be-a term"

"because itt denotes a whole $1 group of individua s."

"To symbolize this expression.you would need"
"a universal quantifier and a predicate,"
"as well as a variable."
(W 500)

26
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"Try to find the five terms.")
(ANYANS "2") .

(S "No, line .2 i a $2 predicate, not a term."--

"Try to find the five terms.")
(HATCHANY)
(S "Wrong."

"You must type the numbers pts11 five terms on the, list."
"Try again to find them."))

FAIL (S "No, rou still haven't'listed the five terms."

"They are lines tWmber: 1, 3, 6,. 8, and 10.")
].

UNIT ((S'UOTT11) (U 2))
"Finally, list the expressions"
"which are neither terms nor fcirmulas.")

(T "
Type the numbers which indicate pour answer.!!))

2

-A (ALLANS "2'; "9' "12")

GA (S 03 B I LO
"Right!")

WA (S Wrong.",
"There.are three expressions on this list"
"which are neither terms nor formulas,"
"and if you were paying any attention to the last two
questions,"
"it .shouldn't be hard to find them."
"Try again.")

FAIL. S "Wrong again."
(B B I L)
"The answer is lines 2, 9, and 12:")

A
) '(COMMENT "end of cascading question ")

)
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